
betrayal

resistance

solidarity!

After we send the G8 packing, defend this country's
biggest, baddest, and totally anarchist

Temporary Autonomous Zone

20 000 strong!
Thirty years of wandering wilderness gathering have taught the
Rainbow Family how to keep on keeping on, creating a
working cyclical society without money or state --
or ideology, dress code, and Bakunin.  As anarchists, we have
much to learn.

This year, the Feds want to shut them down. They're
threatening blockades, water cutoffs, firepit removals.
Rainbows may have stars in their eyes and six day meetings,
but they're our comrades.  If we have direct action skills,
organizing talents, or raging willing bodies, it's time to share.

so so so, solidarité

July 1-7, 2002
Great Lakes region

(see www.welcomehome.org in June for directions)

Peace & LLL ooo vvv eee  & Rage

Rainbow Action Collective
vdrose@subdimension.com

c  r  i  m  e  t  h  i  n  c .   c  o  r  p  s   d  i  p  l  o  m  a  t  i  q  u  e 

"globalisation is a dirty word" - Financial Times
Seattle is jargon for the capitalists too; for them it means We lost. But
they think it's all PR.  They think they can co-opt us with pretty
words. Empty promises. Brand-change: "Sustainable Development."

w e  w o n ' t  b e  f o o l e d 

Aug 26  - Sep 4, 2002. Johannesburg, South Africa

World Summit on Sustainable Development

SHUT IT DOWN!

South Africans know what "sustainable development" really means:
• "cost recovery": water and elec. cutoffs, evictions for the poorest
• "labor flexibility": hamstrung unions, job losses for the workers
• "structural adjustment": health and education cuts for everyone
• "privatization": rich plums for multinationals and their local elite
But South Africans also know how to fight. Since the autocratic and
treacherous ANC elite implemented neoliberalism (GEAR, 1996)
activists and communities arise in ever growing strength.  They have
learned the hard way to trust themselves, not politicians and leaders.
From the the council flats of Durban, the shantytowns of Cape Town,
the villages of Mpumalanga, to the fiery townships of Johannesburg,
grassroots groups converge to give the fat cats' summit hell.

Join us f you can.  Learn from inspiring Southern activists and share
skills and experiences with local organizers.  But if you can't make it,
organize fundraisers this summer: transportation to Jo'burg is far
too expensive for most South Africans.  Viva solidarity viva!

www.southafrica.indymedia.org           vdrose@subdimension.com
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SHUT IT DOWN!


